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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Department Editor: Arthur G. Renstrom*

CURRENT LITERATURE ON AVIATION

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS


Compilation of Brazilian aeronautical laws and regulations effective January 6, 1932 through December 30, 1950. Includes international conventions and agreements with foreign countries.


The oldest continuing aeronautical reference work. Includes military aviation, civil aviation, data on current military and civil aircraft, gas turbine and piston engines, and airships.


U. S. Civil Aeronautics Administration. Foreign Civil Transport Aircraft Development Progress. A Report by the Foreign Survey Group of

* Aeronautics Division, Library of Congress.

U. S. Civil Aeronautics Administration. AIRLINE AIRPORTS; LOCATIONS DESIGNATED FOR AIRPORTS FOR DOMESTIC SCHEDULED OPERATIONS AND RELATED INFORMATION. Washington, 1951. 54 p.


PERIODICAL ARTICLES

Air Cargo. Interavia; Review of World Aviation; Dec. 1951 (Special issue); 6:648-676.
Includes "International Air Cargo" by Sir William P. Hildred, "Building up an Airfreight Line," by Robert W. Prescott, "How to Run an Airfreight Line," by Thomas L. Grace, and other articles on air cargo problems.


Air Travel From the Passenger's Point of View; a Discussion. Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society, Sept. 1951; 55:547-560.


Brief and general treatment of the law applicable to airplane torts. (Published also in Insurance Counsel Journal, Jan. 1952; 19:64-72).


The Cabotage Concept in Aviation [part 1], by D. Goedhuis. Interavia; Review of World Aviation; No. 1, 1952; 7:41-44.
Traces history of practical application of cabotage from 1919 to adoption of Article 7 of the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation and discusses its effects on present day air transport.

Describes growth of regulation of railroads and other forms of transportation including water carriers, oil pipe-lines, motor carriers, air carriers, and freight forwarders, and concludes with an evaluation of transport regulation as of 1951.
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Cites need for equitable rail export rate for rail-air shippers.

Evaluation of the Profitability of Air Service Networks, by Carl Pirath. Interavia; Review of World Aviation; No. 9, 1951; 6:515-517.

Proposed service of New York Airways, Inc. recently authorized by Civil Aeronautics Board.


Case note—Hall v. Osell, 102 Cal. App. (2d) 849, 228 Pac. (2d) 293 (1951).


Outlook for Air Transportation, Evolution or Revolution, by Henri Ziegler. Interavia; Review of World Aviation; No. 9, 1951; 6:486-488.
Foresees substantial reductions in operating and maintenance costs and believes there is a need for increase in the number of classes and rates in air travel.

Urges simplification of customs regulations to prevent present delays in scheduled flights into the United States from abroad.


Private Enterprise or State Ownership? An Academic Dispute Becomes an Acute Problem, by R. H. Preller. Interavia; Review of World Aviation; Nov. 9, 1951; 6:494-495.


Consideration of validity of Civil Aeronautics Board regulations limiting testimony of its accident investigators.

Presentation of issues and factors involved in pending Civil Aeronautics Board decision in renewal of North Atlantic operating certificates of Pan American Airways, Inc. and Trans World Airlines.
FOREIGN PERIODICAL ARTICLES


First parts of a comprehensive bibliography on aviation law.


Accident investigation practice in Switzerland.


Consideration of postwar Italian civil aviation problems.


Summary of two recent Swiss air regulations effective September 20 and October 20, 1950.


Digest and guide to Italian aeronautical legislation, military and civil, June 10, 1940 to the ratification of the North Atlantic Pact. First of a series.